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ACEM says new research points to
short-to-mid-term return to pre-
recession motorcycle registration
levels in Northern European markets

DATA released at
INTERMOT on October 1st
points to some early

signs of potential recovery in
new motorcycle sales in Northern
European markets, according to
the Brussels based industry
association ACEM (Association
des Constructeurs Européens de
Motocycles).
While data released later in October

shows that total PTW registrations
(Powered Two-Wheelers) fell by 12.5
percent during the first 9 months of
2012, ACEM says that though sizeable,
that decline marks “a stabilisation of
the negative trend observed since the
beginning of the year.”
ACEM is saying that a “decoupling

of the motorcycle and moped
segments has become more
apparent”, and highlights the
“divergent performance of Southern
and Northern European markets.”
In a presentation to the press and

industry at INTERMOT on October 1st
ACEM also pointed to the social and
demographic differences between
those who engage in riding [typically
small cc and increasingly electric
PTWs] for the purposes of Urban
Mobility, and those [driven by
traditional passion for the riding
lifestyle] who ride the larger cc

motorcycles and do the greater
mileages.
Indeed ACEM says that this split in

the market can be seen in industry
sales and revenue statistics, with some
2⁄3 of registrations being below 250 cc
and being driven by Urban Mobility
needs, and the 1⁄3 of sales that are of
units of 250cc and larger accounting

for some 2⁄3 of market turnover, with
that spend being “driven by passion
and emotion”.
ACEM’s research for the 12 months

from September 2011 to August 2012
(comparing that 12 month trend with
the same 12 months in 2010/11)
added detail and perspective to the
trend that has been evident in the
European market for some time,
namely that “southern European
countries (Greece, Italy, Spain), with a
greater exposure to the debt crisis, are
suffering most. In these countries
return to pre-crisis levels will need a
certain time.
However, ACEM go on to say that

“Northern European markets
generally show a better resilience”,
citing Germany, Austria, Switzerland
and the UK as markets that are already
“performing positively”, and where
“pre-crisis levels could be attained in
the short/mid-term.”
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GERMAN parts specialist LSL unveiled
another in its series of ‘specials’ at
INTERMOT, this time based on the
acclaimed Husqvarna Nuda. As a follow-
up to their ‘Clubman’ series, this
‘Roadster’ continues a passion for
reinterpreting stock chassis packages
that started for owner Jochen Schmitz-
Linkweiler as long ago as 1985 when
unveiling ‘High-Heller’ and Enduro on-
street wheels that pointed the way
towards Supermoto styling long before
the concept became mainstream. See
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With the motorcycle industry in Europe concerned as to whether this year's

relative market stability will be a prelude to further decline in new

motorcycle sales, IDN reports on trade association research that suggests

the worst may be behind us, and on vendor opinions that suggest that

parts and accessory sales are growing…
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ASthe dust settled on INTERMOT 2012, the 8th such motorcycle
industry show in Germany to be held under that brand name,
and the 4th to be held at Cologne, the overall verdict appears

to be that the show defied economic concerns and delivered a viable
business opportunity.
The total attendance has been reported as being a record for INTERMOT at

Cologne, with over 203,000 people coming through the show on its five public
days, 73 percent of whom are said to have been consumers.
Of the 55,000 or so trade visitors, more than ever, nearly half at 43 percent,

are said to have come from outside Germany, with visitor attendance from some
117 countries in total being recorded.
So, the conclusion is more consumers, more trade visitors, and more

international visitors. Even if the margins of record-setting are small, in
percentage terms, any kind of increase is not only welcome, but a remarkable
achievement for the team at Kölnmesse and the IVM (the German motorcycle
industry trade association that owns the show on
behalf of its members).
Remarkable because market sentiment going

into the autumn show season had been pretty
pessimistic, and the years of continued negativity
about European economic prospects in general
were expected to have had a big impact on both
consumer and trade attendance.
I am writing this column ‘in the eye of the storm’

in terms of the show schedule, between INTERMOT
and EICMA (The ‘Milan Show’), so it remains to be
seen what kind of results are achieved there, and what kind of ‘vibe’ there is
among a much reduced exhibitor community (again) this year.
As reported elsewhere in this edition, Europe is very much becoming a ‘tale

of two markets’, with southern Europe doing a lot worse than northern Europe,
and a big split opening up not only in sales trend terms between small and larger
cc machines (small cc machines are declining far more than large cc motorcycles),
but also between the financial viability (from the dealer and parts and accessory
industry point-of-view) of the two sectors.
At their INTERMOT press conference ACEM pointed to the disparity between

the two sectors, both in terms of who the customers are, where they are, and
how much they contribute to industry income.
Although small cc machines, overall, may make up some 2⁄3 of market numbers,

it is the 1⁄3 of machines that are over 250cc that account for 2⁄3 of industry turnover
(Big Bike Europe anyone?).
There can be no question that, especially compared to INTERMOT, the ‘mood

music’ when the industry gathers at Milan can be anything other than relatively
downbeat.
However, what is emerging from market reports and industry statistics (and

indeed regulatory factors such as the latest versions of the proposed updates to
anti-tampering restrictions) is that the parts and accessory industry may have
dodged a bullet in terms of its market prospects for the next 24 months.

Most of the vendors that I spoke with at INTERMOT (some 100 plus) were
quite pleased with the way the show had gone for them, and reported that sales
and/or profits were better than expected this year.
While profits can be as much a factor of good business house-keeping during

a downturn as they are related to sales, nonetheless the majority of the parts,
accessory, performance, workshop, service sector and tuning vendors I met were
saying that sales themselves had either, at worst, continued to hold up, maybe
being broadly level with 2011, or had increased.
To coin an American phrase, nobody I spoke with could claim that they were

“pulling up trees” in sales terms, but an industry that can see 2 to 5 percent
sales growth, and growth in sustainable sectors such as service and workshop
work, bolt-on accessories and performance and tuning upgrades, is seeing
sustainable progress in times that could quite easily have seen massive further
deterioration.
It is also good news that the growth is based on areas that mean the market

is selling to riders who are doing miles in good
numbers. While there are signs for guarded
optimism in new sales terms (as also reported
elsewhere in this edition of IDN), especially at the
larger cc end of the market and especially in
northern Europe, if the parts and accessory industry
can make progress in a market that remains ‘soft’,
or at least uncertain in new model sales terms, then
it has successfully delivered on a cycle that goes to
imminent emergence from every downturn the
industry has experienced.

Namely that with riding-miles sustaining, and the umbilical cord between new
model sales and parts, accessory and workshop revenues no longer restricting
“air-flow”, there are therefore early signs of emergence from the downturn to
be detected in parts and accessory terms, as well as, maybe, perhaps, in new
model sales terms as well.
Since parts and accessory sales generally start to see growth before original

equipment manufacturers in many such markets, and that has proven to be as
true in the motorcycle industry historically as in any other, then at the very worst
it may well be that the market in Europe has now at least traversed to the far
side of what has turned out to be a very broad ‘U-Curve’ between decline and
growth, and that by the time the market gathers at INTERMOT again in 24
months, the judgement may well have been that Cologne 2012 marked the point
where the fun started again!
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INTERMOT ‘nailed it’

‘sustainable
growth
ahead?’

Robin Bradley
Publisher

robin@dealer-world.com

THE RIGHT PRODUCT - THE RIGHT FIT - THE RIGHT PRICE
• Starting, charging and Electronic Ignition components:
 Specifically, we offer regulator rectifiers, stators, starter motors, starter drives,  
 solenoid switches, ignition coils, CDI boxes, brushes and brush plate kits

• Replacement pieces as well as multi-fit universal style pieces
 for the obscure models

• Specializing in Asian & European street bikes, ATVs & Off Road vehicles

• Quality bolt-on/plug-in OE replacement pieces at a competitive cost

• Highest quality thermal/shock resistant material in construction

• 1 year warranty on all products, excluding CDI boxes

RICK’S MOTORCYCLE ELECTRICS
30 Owens Ct. #2 - Hampstead - NH 03841 USA - Tel: (603) 329-99901 - Fax: (603) 329-9904
info@rickselectrics.com - www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com
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http://www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com
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BMW Motorrad debuted the latest
incarnation of its GS model range at
INTERMOT, where it displayed a water-
cooled Boxer twin-powered R 1200
GS. From the engine up almost every
aspect of the bike has been redesigned
and developed. 

The newly developed engine in the
latest generation of the GS mixes
traditional air cooling with what is
described by BMW as precision
cooling where water cooling is applied
to specific areas of the engine that are
exposed to high running temperatures
– the cylinder heads and parts of the
cylinders. The cooling system is made
up of two small radiators; one on each
side of the bike, with the right-hand
side equipped with an automatically
triggered electric fan to aid cooling in
heavy slow moving traffic. 

A second change to the heads of
the Boxer twin is that vertical through-
flow is now standard. This change to
the layout allows both intake lengths
to be identical as the design of the
intake channel is no longer dependent
on the camshaft control. The position
of the fuel injector in the intake port

has also been changed for optimised
carburetion, creating more power and
torque.

The changes to the engine of the
R 1200 GS continue with the bike’s six-
speed gearbox and clutch now being
integrated into the engine casing. The
gearbox internals have been reworked
and the clutch itself is a multiple wet
clutch with eight friction discs,
replacing the previous single-disc dry
clutch.

Along with the water cooling the
other most significant change for this
generation of GS is the move of the
paralever swingarm form the right side
of the bike to the left. 

Housing the new drivetrain
package is a completely new tubular
steel chassis, which carries a revised
Telelever suspension system at the
front. It now has 37mm fork tubes, a
reduction from the previous 41mm. 

Braking on the R 1200 GS, which
has ABS as standard, makes use of
radially mounted Monobloc callipers
at the front, acting on 305mm discs. At
the rear the single floating brake disc
has increased in size to 276mm.

A feature on the R 1200 GS, which
BMW claims to be a world first, is the
headlamp using full LED technology.
The full LED headlight integrates a
daytime running light and is being
offered as an option. In addition, the
switchover between daytime running
light and low beam can be set to
automatic in the instrument cluster
menu. 

Further changes to the bike from
previous versions include a narrower
fuel  tank, height-adjustable
handlebars and a windshield that can
be adjusted using one hand. The
passenger footpegs and number plate
carrier have also been designed to be
easily and quickly detached for off-
road riding.

Colour options for the latest R
1200 GS will be Alpine White, Racing
Red, Blue Fire and Thunder Grey
Metallic - to provide a contrast with
the silver engine housing and frame.

www.bmw-motorrad.com

BMW launch
water-cooled GS

http://www.bmw-motorrad.com
http://www.spectro-oils.com
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MV Agusta has used its racing
department, MV Agusta Corse,
to create a new line-up of
accessories and special parts for
the new middle class capacity
models Brutale 675 and F3 675.
The products range from anti-
theft devices to travel bags,
from motorcycle covers to
sports exhaust systems, from
components made in carbon
fibre to a series of useful

accessories, including an
adjustable license plate holder,
seats, Xenon headlamp kits and
a full series of Ergal parts like
crankcase and clutch cover
protectors, or the engine oil cap. 

www.mvagusta.it 

MV Agusta accessories

RUKKA has launched its 2013
catalogue – titled the 50-page
Defence & Comfort. The latest edition
of the clothing company’s catalogue
covers the various collections available
for 2013 along with its complete range
of accessories, from gloves and
protectors  to funct ional
undergarments, mid-layers and
T-shirts, to kidney belts and neck
warmers. In addition, the functions
and benefits of all the technologies

and sophisticated materials used in
the clothing are explained.
New additions for 2013 include

new suits and jackets, gloves,
functional undergarments and mid-
layers.

L-FASHION
Lahti, FINLAND
Tel: +358 (0)3 822 1206
info@rukka.com
www.rukka.com

Defence & Comfort
2013 Rukka catalogue
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INTELLIGENT Mobility used
INTERMOT to launch a range of
innovative new products,
including the Realflex safety
apparel and Airhead helmet
liner.
The Realflex apparel, which
has been designed specifically
for users of two-wheeled
vehicles, has a claimed
reflectivity of more than 100
meters thanks to a coating of
millions of tiny glass nano
beads. The product range is
made up of the Realflex Arm
(arm and leg warmers in
various sizes and models,
designed for cyclists) and
Realflex Allround (a flexible,

perforated, breathable neck
and head scarf).
The Realflex products are
Oeko-Tex 100 certified and
washable up to 40 degrees C,
without losing form or
reflectivity. 
Medical grade silicone is used
in the construction of the
Airhead helmet liner, which
has been developed to help
prevent the problem of
helmet hair. Once in place,
inside the helmet, the Airhead
keeps the hair from being
pressed to the rider’s head
and increases helmet
ventilation. 
Airhead, developed by

Australian Designer Bruce
Hanlee, fits into nearly every
motorcycle helmet. The
medical silicone material is
anti-allergic, anti-static and
anti-bacterial. It can be
removed easily for washing.
The Airhead is available in 10
different designs. One size fits
all helmets, and it is delivered
in packaging that can be hung
or set up.

INTELLIGENT MOBILITY GMBH
Essen, GERMANY
Tel: +49-201-17674921
pr@intelligent-mobility.eu
www.intelligent-mobility.eu

ZERO Motorcycles has announced its
2013 model line, which features a
claimed average power increase of
99 percent and the world’s longest-
range production electric motorcycle:
the 137 mile Zero S. 
Central  to the increased

performance is the new Zero designed
Z-Force motor, which operates using a
new higher voltage Z-Force power
pack. Additionally, there is the option
to charge faster, up to 95 percent
charged in an hour or less, using
CHAdeMO charge stations. 
Among the highlights of the 2013

line-up, Zero Motorcycles has
introduced the Zero FX as the ultimate
‘do anything’ and ‘ride anywhere’
urban motorcycle. It is the fastest
accelerating motorcycle in the
company’s line-up with 95 Nm of
torque, 33 kW and a low weight of

only 125 kg. The Zero FX, as well as
the Zero XU and Zero MX, now
features the world’s first modular
quick-swap power pack technology.
Riders can now use one or two battery
modules and can upgrade from 2.8
kWh to 5.7 kWh in seconds. With
increased range, vastly improved

handling and impressive power, the
now full-sized Zero MX is capable of
comfor tab ly  launch ing of f
significantly larger jumps at the
motocross track.
“With up to 137 miles in the city, a

top speed of 95mph and a CHAdeMO
accessory that allows recharging in

around an hour, the 2013 model line
is truly exceptional,” says Richard
Walker, CEO of Zero Motorcycles. “This
year’s line-up offers breathtaking
acceleration, new eye-catching
designs and the innovative ability to
customise the riding experience to
each individual’s preferences via a
mobile application.”
Using Bluetooth, riders can sync

their iPhone or Android mobile phones
to see detailed motorcycle information
and even adjust the performance
characteristics of the motorcycle. 
The CHAdeMO fast charging

standard is a widely adopted DC Fast
Charging standard and has over 1600
installed stations worldwide, with an
additional 1000 in Europe expected
before the end of 2013.

www.zeromotorcycles.com

Zero Motorcycles 2013 model line

New innovations from Intelligent Mobility
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ACEM point to the huge regional
and national differences that are
concealed within any such analysis,
and rightly warn of the variables (from
national market characteristics, local
issues, and regulatory impacts to
weather and macro economic factors)
that can affect any such projections.

H owever, with the regional
disparity in market performance

between countries dominated by small
cc sales and those dominated by larger
cc motorcycles, and this showing up in
the relatively better sales statistics for
the 250cc plus sector, Jacques
Compagne, ACEM Secretary General,
said “the analysis of the most recent
market trends [through end of August
2012] shows that the European PTW
market is affected by the conjunction
of [market] cycle effect and [economic]
crisis.

“Today the cyclical nature of our
business is further upset by the
economic crisis. Judging from the
positive signs that can be extrapolated
from our statistics, we believe that the
cycle will soon produce positive effects
on the market.”

One market where “the cycle”
could see a boost next year appears to
be Germany, the one market whose
performance since January 2011 has
been the primary beacon of optimism

for the motorcycle industry in Europe.
In his INTERMOT news conference,

Reiner Brendicke, General Executive
Manager of the IVM (Industrie-
Verband Motorrad Deutschland)
pointed so the series of market
initiatives that the IVM has been
spearheading, such as the very
successful youth-rider orientated
“VivaLaMoped” road show and social
media promotional programme it has
been undertaking, and the effects that
license changes in Germany may be
about to have.

In the case of young riders, those
aged 16 and 17 with a licence for

news ROOM

Reiner Brendicke,
General Executive

Manager of the IVM

<<< Continued from cover
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“light motorcycles A1”, the restriction
to a maximum speed of 80km/h that
has been in force in Germany will be
dropped effective January 19th, 2013.

Also, the learner motorcycle for A2
licence holders will see the power
restriction raised to 35kw from 25kw
- effectively speaking this makes the
all-important 48hp power-band
available to those riders.

Further changes in Germany,
effective January 1st, 2013, will see
holders of car licences obtained before
April 1st, 1980 also being able to
convert to A2 with more powerful
machines.

Although the statistics for the third

quarter of 2012 (and January to
September 2012 nine months/year-to-
date) show the German market down
modestly in September, German
motorcycle and total PTW (Powered
Two Wheeler) sales numbers for the
first nine months of 2012 make for
encouraging reading - especially in the
context of concerns that the growth
seen there in 2011 might have
disappeared this year.

Total PTW registrations in Germany
in September were down 2.76 percent
compared to September 2011, at
8,195 vehicles in total, with
motorcycle registrations down by just
0.67 percent at 5,221 registrations for

the month.
This follows much better than

expected results in August and
probably reflects seasonal factors
rather than motorcycle sales trend,
however, though always the lowest
sales period of the year, the market will
be looking at the final quarter of 2012
closely to see if there is trend at play
that might suggest that 2013 will see
sales soften, stabilise or grow.

As it stands right now, the 3.73
percent growth seen in total PTW
registrations for the whole of 2011
(127,086 units - up from 122,519 in
2010) looks like it will have been
broadly sustained in 2012 by the time

the full-year statistics are available in
late January.

For the nine months to September
2012 total PTW registrations in
Germany were 118,109 units, up 0.40
percent on 2011, with motorcycle
registrations up 2.06 percent for the
year to date at 79,490 registrations
from 77,889 for the first nine months
of 2011. Last year saw just over 5,000
motorcycles registered in Germany in
the final quarter of the year.

By Robin Bradley
robin@dealer-world.com

mailto:robin@dealer-world.com
http://www.optimate1.com
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International Night: the third IDN 'International Night' industry networking party was a great success,
staged in the Dealer Lounge at the new 'Business Passage' facility that INTERMOT had created for those
exhibitors who want to make trade contacts specifically. Some 100 or so visitors attended
International Night and, as registered attendees, will receive the contact information for all the
importers, distributors, manufacturers and brand owners who were there; www.idnmag.com

T HERE was a definite sense of relief
when it became apparent that the
attendance figures for INTERMOT this

year were destined to be at least as good as
they have been in recent years, and with
Kölnmesse claiming a record 203,000
visitors, they, the exhibitors and German
trade association IVM will be pleased that
the apparent stability in the German market
had been translated into public enthusiasm
to see what the industry had to offer for the
year ahead.

As with the attendance, that overall stability
masks great monthly variations in new motorcycle
sales in Germany, but as reported elsewhere in this
edition of IDN, sales for the year to the end of

With some 200,000 people said to
have attended this year's
INTERMOT, and the domestic
German market performing better
than Europe's other major markets,
IDN presents a vendor news and
photo-review of the fourth
INTERMOT to be staged at the
remodelled Köln Messe...
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Cologne Custom Cup: in recent years INTERMOT has moved to extend an embrace to the custom
motorcycle industry with the founding of the biennial Cologne Custom Cup. Affiliated to AMD
Magazine's internationally respected World Championship of Custom Bike Building, which is being
staged in Europe for the first time next year as it celebrates its 10th anniversary (at the Big Bike Europe
expo, Essen, Germany, May 10-12 2013), European customisers have won three out of the nine World
Championships since the competition started in California in 2014. This year saw Thunderbike, an
authorised Harley-Davidson dealer from Hamminkeln, Germany, scoop the custom motorcycle industry's
top-prize. Thunderbike owner Andreas Bergerforth joins Stellan Egeland of Sweden and Freddie
'Krugger' Bertrand of Belgium in a pantheon of winners that includes two Japanese customisers, one
American winner (Dave Cook, ironically from Harley-Davidson's home town of Milwaukee, Wisconsin)
and legendary three-time winner Roger Goldammer of British Columbia, Canada;
www.amdchampionship.com, www.BigBikeEurope.com

LSL Motorradtechnik: noted for their special edition bike programme (their Clubman programme is of
particular interest - www.clubman.de) the Krefeld, Germany based specialist also offers dealers access
to a high-grade parts programme that ranges from triple trees, handlebars and clip-ons, to hydraulics,
footrests and accessories for sportsbikes, tourers and street bikes; www.lsl-motorradtechnik.de

Motorex: the Swiss oil specialist offers a complete
range of semi and fully synthetic oils, lubricants
and related products for most motorcycle, on/off
road and scooter applications and models;
www.motorex.com

SBS: one of the world's most respected
motorcycle brake pad brands, earlier this year SBS
announced the opening of its own warehouse
facility in Texas to better serve its US distributors
and dealers. The Danish manufacturer's ongoing
investment in R&D and testing continues to result
in a constant flow of new product initiatives and
refinements - among them are new race
tested/developed 'Dual Sintered' brake pad
options that have now entered production;
www.sbs.dk

<<< Continued from page 12

September have been broadly level with those in
2011, and that was a year that saw definite
improvement over 2010. 

The show attendance itself also saw a
fluctuating pattern, with the German National
Holiday resulting in a stronger public turn-out on
the Wednesday than would usually be the case,
resulting in an unfamiliar pattern of quieter aisles
than would be expected on the Thursday and
Friday.

However, the weekend saw good numbers, and
vendor reports that we here at IDN heard were
mostly positive overall - nobody was fooling
themselves into thinking that great times are just
around the corner, but most of the exhibitors we
met with (and that must have been more than 100
different businesses) were relieved, if not actually
optimistic.

The biggest problem that the parts and
accessory sector has is the unpredictability of the
market, both in terms of new and used motorcycle
sales, and in terms of show attendances and
month-by-month sales.

Parts Europe: the European operation of American distribution giant Le Mans Corporation (Parts
Unlimited, Drag Specialties, Moose, Icon, Thor etc) held its first dealer appreciation open-house at its
16,500 sq m state-of-the art custom built European headquarters warehouse near Trier, Germany, in
June, hosting their Thor Motocross dealers in Europe - an event formula that is bound to be repeated
for Thor and other of its primary supply programmes in the coming years; www.partseurope.eu

http://www.amdchampionship.com
http://www.BigBikeEurope.com
http://www.clubman.de
http://www.lsl-motorradtechnik.de
http://www.motorex.com
http://www.sbs.dk
http://www.partseurope.eu
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to invest in their lifestyle choice are currently
motivated less by price, but more by value.

There is definitely an increasing trend away
from lowest possible price and back towards
product quality and benefits - 'fit-for-purpose’
appears to be the new mantra.

For those who have spent years trying to preach
that message and carve for themselves a niche
away from price, this is, at last, some welcome
news. Of course it may just be perception in that
as the market has shrunk, those who care about
what they buy simply appear to be a larger

These are times that require a very much longer
term perspective in such matters, and most of the
vendors we met with are reporting that the year
so far has seen some modest sales growth when
viewed as a whole, although the individual
monthly patterns that they have been accustomed
to cannot be relied upon anymore.

Inevitably the best performing sectors appear to
be service and workshop - from 'staple'
consumable items through to equipment, with
performance and tuning work also holding up
well.

I n accessory terms luggage sales are doing well,
indeed the touring sector as a whole still

appears to be doing well, with the growing
adventure tourer market and custom parts and
accessory sectors appearing to be the two parts of
the accessory market that are definitely growing.

The good news is that the start of a trend back
towards product features and specification, rather
than price-point, does now appear to be locked-in.
First detected some 36 months ago, it would
appear that those riders who are actively looking Continued on page 16 >>>

Magura: powered by "blood group M" (read their
website!) the German manufacturer of handlebar
and control components has been providing parts
for the BMW factory since 1923 - no surprise then
that current new product additions to their
extensive range of stock replacement and retro-
fit applications include an upgrade kit for the
BMW R 1200 GS; www.magura.com

<<< Braking Sunstar: said to be the world's
largest supplier of OE steel sprockets, Sunstar
added to its aftermarket programme this year
with aluminium off-road sprockets that are
maximised for high strength and low weight. Cut
from aerospace grade T6 heat-treated 7075
aluminium, features include what is described by
the company as a unique tooth valley profile that
provides 24 percent more chain contact than
standard designs; www.sunstar.it,
www.braking.com

EvoTech: best known for their high quality bolt-
sets, recent new products from the respected and
stylish Italian parts manufacturer include new 'tail-
tidy' designs for the Brutale 675 and Aprilia
Dorsoduro 1200, and a licence plate holder for the
C600 Sport; www.evotech-rc.it

http://www.magura.com
http://www.sunstar.it
http://www.braking.com
http://www.evotech-rc.it
http://www.barnettclutches.com
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MAG Europe: the European arm of the California
based Motorsport Aftermarket Group, MAG
Europe offers dealers and distributors access to
some of the best known American custom parts
and accessory brands, including Vance & Hines
exhausts, KuryAkyn, Performance Machine brakes
and wheels, RSD (Roland Sands Design)
accessories, Progressive Suspension shock
absorbers and Mustang seats among others;
www.mageurope.eu

Wülfsport International: the British off-road
clothing specialist has been manufacturing
market leading riding gear near the Scottish
borders of the United Kingdom since 1980. Last
year saw the introduction of a new 'Libre X1'
range of trials pants and competition tops;
www.wulfsport.com

Haan Wheels: in addition to complete wheels in
most popular motocross and Supermoto sizes and
fitments, the Dutch spoke wheel specialist
distributes Excel rims from Japan, and their own
design of Dutch made hubs. Haan's exclusive
stainless steel 'H' marked spokes are available as OE
replacement sets, for aftermarket wheels, and for
special-build requirements; www.haanwheels.com

>>>

Techno Motor Veghel: given the family background
it is no surprise that the Dutch distribution
business, headed up by respected industry veteran
Rob Karsmakers, is best known as a motocross
parts and accessory specialist; the part of the back
story that is less often realised is that the
opportunity to develop TMV grew from the
success of the Twin Air laminate foam filter
programme that celebrated its 40th anniversary
this year, and is still manufactured at the TMV
facility near Eindhoven and sold worldwide to OE
motorcycle manufacturers and aftermarket
distributors; www.tmv.nl, www.twinair.com 

>>>

percentage of the buyers who are left, and
common sense dictates that those less able to
sustain the financial implications of riding are
bound to be the customers most likely to go away.

But some vendors that we spoke to say they
have also been detecting a shift towards quality
expectations among those who are entering or re-
entering the sport for financial reasons. There is
logic to this argument.

Family riders who are abandoning a (generally
second) car, and taking to two wheels for reasons
of economics or urban convenience, may well be
less likely to be impressed by price-point apparel
and accessories than those forced to shop for
bargains in order to be able to afford to stay on
two wheels. 

S imilarly the strength of the service and
workshop sectors has to be seen in relative

terms - it has to be seen as an expression of market
implosion rather than genuine unit growth at this
stage, but from a dealer and vendor perspective is
welcome not only because it is revenue (and all
revenue is good revenue in times such as these),
but because it is sustainable revenue.

If the parts and accessory sector can re-establish
itself as an industry whose sales are in direct
proportion to the miles being ridden, then it will
have a stable market, one less prone to wilder

fluctuations, and one in which capital investments
can be planned with some degree of certainty. 

The motorcycle industry will never be a
comfortable home for the risk-averse, but what
businesses need above all, businesses of all kinds,
is an environment in which forecasts have a
chance of emerging from the heat of battle with
at least some sort of grip on the reality of the
opportunities available.

Uncertainty is often said to be the greatest
enemy of enterprise, so the underlying trends in
terms of where sales are to be found, and the
stability of new unit sales and show attendances
in Germany, are most welcome as a start-point ...
especially in the context of continued long-term
euro-zone north/south tensions.

Technical components, performance and tuning

<<<

Continued on page 18 >>>

Barracuda: Italian style meets manufacturing
quality - indicators, lights, controls, covers, body
panels, screens, mirrors and more;
www.barracudamoto.it

Tecmate International: the market-leading battery maintenance and diagnostics specialist continues to
add dealer value to their programme with branded accessory development - the latest new products
include their line of power accessories - an intelligent USB charger, a practical 6-LED emergency
flashlight and a 'Charge Now!' indicator ... a "feed me" alert for bikes or batteries that have been
standing for some time; www.tecmate-int.com

http://www.mageurope.eu
http://www.wulfsport.com
http://www.haanwheels.com
http://www.tmv.nl
http://www.twinair.com
http://www.barracudamoto.it
http://www.tecmate-int.com
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Draggin Jeans: the Australian protective riding jeans specialist was the first to be awarded CE
approval. Using knitted Kevlar, reinforced with Dyneema, their fast growing men’s and women’s
ranges combine recognized abrasion resistance with fit, style and comfort. Draggin Jeans did much
to create the protective riding jeans market, and now find themselves in an increasingly crowded
sector - one in which not all the brands on offer deliver the same levels of genuine protection;
www.dragginjeans.net

Paaschburg & Wunderlich: the Hamburg based parts and accessory designer and distributor continues to
see sales of its HighSider and ShinYo own brand lights and accessories programmes grow; and with
quality third party brands available, such as the Optimate battery care line, Spanish made Ixil exhausts,
German made ABM parts and accessories, Highway Hawk cruiser accessories and SW-Motech luggage
systems, times are good for P&W and their dealers; www.pwonline.de

ABM: earlier this year the respected Breisach
(Freiburg), Germany based parts and accessory
manufacturer unveiled new 6-piston brake caliper
and 'MultiClip' clip-on handlebar designs. The
latest product news is of an advanced and
ergonomic 'SyntoEvo' adjustable clutch and brake
lever design; www.ab-m.de

Ilmberger Carbonparts: as seen elsewhere in this
and other recent editions of IDN, current
production models to get the 'Ilmberger'
treatment include the Ducati Panigale and Diavel,
the Husqvarna Nuda, the BMW 1000 RR, and the
Triumph Speed Triple; www.ilmberger-carbon.de

http://www.dragginjeans.net
http://www.pwonline.de
http://www.ab-m.de
http://www.ilmberger-carbon.de
http://www.braking.com
http://www.sunstarmoto.com
http://www.sunstaribike.com
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Remus: the Austrian exhaust manufacturer
offers dealers access to a complete programme
of replacement and performance mufflers for
most popular makes and model of street,
custom, scooter and off-road bikes, together
with a growing programme of tuning parts and
accessories; www.remus.eu

Niemann Frey: the Krefeld, Germany based
distributor has emerged as one of the most
successfully diversified of German distributors in
recent years - from 'logo' brand scooters to
service items (NGK, Pirelli, Michelin, Yuasa),to
Shad luggage and YSS suspension, to helmets,
HyperKewl apparel, and LeoVince exhausts, the
company prides itself on logistics excellence,
offering 24 hour delivery anywhere in Germany;
www.niemann-frey.de, www.techniche.de

equipment and products (electronic tuning
products especially), suspension components and
exhausts all appear to be doing okay - certainly the
continuing proliferation of exhaust choice must
have some basis in sales demand, or else the
resultant over-supply would have seen many more
brands and factories go away than has been the
case.

The same must be true of the suspension
industry - shock absorbers as well as front-ends;
and the explosion in the electronics industry - from
battery care through to fuel injection and engine
management and tuning - must also speak to the
sustainability of an industry predicated on the
miles being ridden by customers who are serious
about how their motorcycles handle and perform.

The e-vehicle sector is beginning to show signs
of settle-down. It is probably still too early to talk
in terms of maturity, because we are still a lot
closer to the start-point of that technology than we
are to the eventual emergence of convincing
platform scenarios.

We are now though beginning to see some
market leaders emerge, and to see an

acceptance that for all the hallmarks of difference
that electric vehicles bring to the table in terms of
the ownership and riding experience, the place they
have within the broad-church, the 'umbrella-
concept' that motorcycling has always been, is now
starting to be better understood and accepted.

There is no question that the show is now a lot
smaller than when it made its debut at Cologne in
2006 - 'debut' because when the new
amalgamated trade association (the IVM)

<<<

DP Brakes: pioneers of sintered metal brake pad
technology, British made DP brake pads are
available as durable OE replacement or high
mileage, high performance upgrades for every
riding application, including racing, touring,
sport, cruising, off-road and ATV/Quads;
www.dp-brakes.com

Kellermann: the Red Dot design award-winning
German manufacturer redefined the indicator
market with their much imitated bar-end designs,
but continues to develop new product designs to
keep them ahead of the competition. Their
"small but very nice" Micro 1000 and equally
stylish Micro Rhombus designs continue to set
the standard for LED indicators;
www.kellermann-online.com

<<<
DynoJet Research: the US
based dynamometer to
Powercommander
manufacturer, with offices and
distributors throughout
Europe, reports sales
strengthening as service and
tuning continue to keep
dealership workshops busy
regardless of the effects of
the downturn on new model
and accessory sales;
www.dynojet.com

http://www.remus.eu
http://www.niemann-frey.de
http://www.techniche.de
http://www.dp-brakes.com
http://www.kellermann-online.com
http://www.dynojet.com
http://www.puig.tv
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Laser Exhaust Technology: manufactured in the
Netherlands, and formerly best known as Jama
Engineering, the laser product range is huge - it
includes stock replacement through to
performance mufflers through to full systems,
including titanium products, for most popular
motorcycle and scooter makes and models;
www.laserexhausts.com

SW-Motech/Bags-Connection: started by three
motorcycle fanatic students in 1999, SW-Motech
built its growth on the success of its "Quick Lock"
side case carrier and a whole series of accessory
designs that it triggered. These days luggage
remains core-business (check out their TraX ALU
BOX programme) and the company sells to OE
manufacturers as well as the aftermarket, has a
total of 7.500 sq m and exports to 40 countries;
www.sw-motech.com

Wunderlich: recent new product introductions from the leading BMW parts and accessory specialist
include 'Rally Edition' crash bars and case protectors. The company offers over 3,500 parts for all BMW
models from 1993, makes all its products in Germany and elsewhere in Europe, sells to over 2,000 dealers
worldwide and offers its catalogues in five languages; www.wunderlich.de

Alpha Technik: respected as a distributor of well
known and high performance products such as
the Rapid Bike line of EMUs, OZ Wheels, Bitubo
Suspension, and Arrow exhausts, Alpha Technik's
race credentials resulted in the formation of a
sister company in 2007 - Alpha Racing - with the
sole purpose of  providing BMW Motorrad with a
race development centre (their 7,000 sqm
'Competence Center’ near Rosenheim, Germany)
aimed at delivering the World Superbike World
Championship; www.alphatechnik.de,
www.alpharacing.com

shopped for an alternate venue and headed to
Munich in 1998, INTERMOT was a new show-
brand, specifically for the motorcycle industry that
replaced IFMA, as the 'Cologne Show' had been
for so many decades.

I haven't put it to test by digging out the show
floor-plan for 2006 and making a direct

comparison, but there are now fewer halls deployed
for INTERMOT than there were then, and the unsold
space in the four halls that primarily housed
exhibitor booths this year and industry-wide
proliferation of specialty feature and action zones
that we have seen at most shows in the past decade
suggests that, in reality, the net sold exhibit space
can't be far off half what it was in 2006 and 2008 -
especially in parts and accessory terms.

All the major and most of the 'second tier' of
motorcycle manufacturers were there, but many,
especially the Asian manufacturers, do at least
appear to have downsized from their peak
investments, and as such the show is
representative of what has happened to the
market as a whole, and to international economics

Continued on page 20 >>>

IDN Translation Service
Industry-experienced German or Italian to English marketing material 

translation service available from the IDN o�ce in the UK.

Website copy, catalogues, brochures, 
ßyers, press releases.

IDN's multi-lingual sta! o!er translations, English language re-writes 
and proof reading for motorcycle industry businesses, who want to 

improve their international marketing material

• International press release service also available • 

Contact Sonja Wallace
sonja@dealer-world.com

http://www.wunderlich.de
http://www.laserexhausts.com
http://www.sw-motech.com
http://www.alphatechnik.de
http://www.alpharacing.com
mailto:sonja@dealer-world.com
mailto:sonja@dealer-world
http://www.ilmberger-carbon.com
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in general, since the optimism of 2006 resulted in
what appears to have been the show's largest
foot-print to date in 2008.

Back then there had been genuine market
optimism (in 2006 at least) that the five or six years
of market atrophy that had been seen since new
motorcycle sales had peaked in 2000/2001, was on
the turn.

At that stage the domestic US market was still
growing at an incredible pace (from some 350,000
in the early 1990's to near 1.8m units in 2006/7)
and the trauma that was ahead, the banking crisis
that was unfolding when the industry gathered in
October 2008, was not yet exerting downward
pressure on show investments.

T he market was caught in the headlights like a
scared rabbit when it gathered at INTERMOT

in 2008 and the rest, as the saying goes, is history.
With attendance now broadly level with the

best seen so far at Cologne (indeed, Kölnmesse is
claiming that 2012 was in fact a record attendance

Gilles Tooling: new "parts porn" products from
the much admired Luxembourg based
manufacturer include rear-sets and handlebars for
the Ducati Panigale, axle protectors, new clutch
and brake lever designs, and super-light high
strength GP clip-ons; www.gillestooling.com

Moto Factory Italia: a new Milan based marketing consortium for some of Italy's best know, oldest
established and most respected parts and component manufacturers - Adler Motorcycle Components (best
known in the aftermarket for its Adige clutches and components), Dellorto (carbs and throttle bodies
through to ECUs), LeoVince (Sito/exhausts), Domino (controls and switches) and Alpina (wheels);
www.motofactoryitalia.com

Vrooam Motorcycle Oils: since starting the
company just three years ago, former Bel-Ray and
Dr. O.K.Wack man Sander van der Velden has
brought a comprehensive range of European
blended 4 and 2 stroke oils and lubricants to the
market, signed up distributors in several major
markets and started to rack-up race credentials -
as the hall of fame on his INTERMOT booth
testified; www.vrooam-lubricants.com

Touratech: the German adventure tourer specialist leads one of the market's genuine growth sectors
with replacement components and custom accessories that enhance the owning and riding experience
for all adventure tourer riders - whether for street riding, road-touring or serious off-roading;
www.touratech.de

<<< Continued from page 19
- if by a modest margin), the net effect on booth
traffic has actually been to the advantage of those
businesses who have stayed the course. 

There are now many fewer Asian vendors, or so
it seemed, and many of the usual suspects, not
least from the Italian parts, accessory, apparel and
helmet sectors were absent due to there being an
upcoming EICMA ('Milan show') this year, and, of
course, the downturn has taken its toll - with many

well known businesses now either closed or
merged and many others simply being cautious
with their budgets.

However, one thing that hasn't changed is the
reassuring status of the show as the primary
international nexus for the industry. Always a
hallmark of IFMA, there had been concerns that
the eight years/four shows at Munich might have
damaged that permanently, especially with the

K&N Engineering: the market leader in cotton-gauze filter technology offers stock replacement and
high performance filters and air intake kits for most popular makes, models and years of street and off-
road motorcycles - all backed by the Riverside, California based manufacturer's 'Million Mile' limited
warranty; www.knfilters.com

http://www.gillestooling.com
http://www.motofactoryitalia.com
http://www.vrooam-lubricants.com
http://www.touratech.de
http://www.knfilters.com
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advent at that time of EICMA moving to a bright
and shiny new expo centre out of town near
Milan's primary international airport.

However, that does not appear to have been the
case, and while on the subject of 'international'
visitors, I'd like to publicly express our appreciation
to the show organisers for their continued (and
generous) support of our 'International Night'
industry reception.

T his was the third time that Kölnmesse had
staged it for us, and with a change in date (to

the Tuesday from the Wednesday) and another
change in venue within the expo centre complex,
it does now look as though the event is now firmly
established and drew its best attendance yet.

Indeed the Dealer Lounge that INTERMOT now
has, and the 'Business Corridor' area adjacent to it
(between halls four and five) which offers a trade-
specific environment for vendors who are seeking
trade-contacts in Germany and internationally, is
a very strong formula and one that is bound to
develop strongly in future years - especially if (or
rather when) demand for booth space accelerates
again and sees halls five and ten brought back into
mainstream play.

The show as a whole continues to make our
industry look good, and that is of great credit to
Kölnmesse, and the architects who redeveloped the
facilities and geometry of the site during the
motorcycle industry's eight year Munich 'road-trip'!

Finally, the dates have already been confirmed
for 2014 - the public days will be Wednesday
October 1st through Sunday October 5th 2014 -
expect Friday 3rd to be the peak attendance day,
(being the German National Holiday) so make a
diary note and, euro-
zone issues not
withstanding, lets hope
that when I come to be
writing that year's
INTERMOT review, I can
look back at these
remarks and see some
solid growth by then!

www.intermot-cologne.com

Hepco & Becker/Krauser: the German accessory to
luggage specialist has been quick to capitalise on
the success of the Husqvarna Nuda, adding several
model-specific versions of its luggage mount
systems. Other models to get the treatment
recently include the Z1000 SX, Triumph Explorer,
Honda Integra, Kawasaki ER-6N, KTM 690 Duke
and Honda's Crosstourer; www.hepco-becker.de
<<<

Interphone/Cellular Italia: new products from the
Italian specialist this year have included an
updated version of its F5 Communicator - a multi-
user Bluetooth 3.0 enabled system with a range
of 1800m that allows conference-style
communications for a group of up to six riders, as
well as having full multi-media capabilities, and
the Motioncam 01 compact action camera;
www.cellularline.com

Givi: new products this year from the market
leading Italian luggage manufacturer include
their 'Trekker Outback' sidecase, new electronics
holders, cruiser luggage options and the hi-spec
V47 top-case for up to two helmets; www.givi.it

SENA Technologies: the company added to its
award-winning Bluetooth 3.0 enabled
communication systems at INTERMOT with a
European expo debut for their feature-rich
SMH10R ultra-slim sport bike rider system, and
SMH5-FM with built-in FM tuner;
www.senabluetooth.com

Rizoma: the Italian custom parts and accessories
specialist offers dealers access to universal fit or
model-specific individual parts options or make-
over kits designed specifically to add additional
style to the stock look; www.rizoma.com

http://www.intermot-cologne.com
http://www.hepco-becker.de
http://www.cellularline.com
http://www.givi.it
http://www.senabluetooth.com
http://www.rizoma.com
http://www.surflexclutches.com
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THE Nevada boot is made from full grain leather upper and
combines style, light weight and safety, according to Forma.

The personalised Drytex tubular lining is waterproof and
breathable, and the anti-bacterial footbed features APS (Air
Pump System), which provides exceptional ventilation starting

from the center of the insole. When pressure is applied during
walking or riding, the channels within the sole expel air uniformly,
providing the user air cushioning that absorbs body weight.

The new stiff nylon mid-sole with EVA anti-shock covering
was designed and constructed to cushion vibrations and offer
elevated stability when in contact with the footpegs. The
rubber sole is made of a special compound especially for
Custom riding boots.

Nevada is available in black and in sizes 38 to 48 and, like
all the new models in the Forma 2012 collection, the Nevada
boot is CE approved and designed and developed in Italy and
manufactured in the European Community.

FORMA/SDE MOTORSPORT
Altivole (TV), ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 915335
info@formaboots.com
www.formaboots.com

Nevada boot from Forma

GIVI has expanded its luggage range with the
introduction of the Outback side cases as part of its
2013 Trekker line-up.
The new cases, made from aluminium and offered in
two sizes, are a more squared alternative to the
Trekker TRK33 and 46 side case, aimed at BMW R
1200 GS or adventure touring riders who prefer the
rugged and boxy design.
Both the 37-litre (495mm long, 387mm high and
246mm wide) and the 48-litre (495mm, 387mm,
306mm) cases use the company’s new ‘Security

Lock’ that allows the lids to not only hinge
from the end, but also be completely removed
for ease of access. Able to be mounted
singularly or as a pair, the Outbacks use the
new Givi Monokey Cam-Side to lock in place
on the bike. 
Inner bags are available to fit
both sizes of case as an
optional extra and are
made from Guzi ballistic
nylon.

GIVI SRL
Flero (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 358 1253
info@givi.it
www.givi.it

Givi Trekker
Outback

LEOVINCE now has a version of its GranTurismo silencer for
use on Piaggio’s 2012 Beverly Sport Touring 350 i.e.

The end pipe for the four-stroke maxi scooter is fully CE
approved. 

The conical body of the silencer is made from stainless
steel, and the same material is
used for the wrap-around heat
shield. A graphite bush is used
to connect the silencer to the
collector and this is said to
lessen the risk of breakages by
reducing vibration. 

SITO/LEOVINCE
Monticello d’Alba (CN),
ITALY
Tel: +39 0173 465 111  
info@leovince.com
www.leovince.com

GranTurismo for Beverly
Sport Touring 350 i.e. 
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NATIONAL Cycle has created a version of its VStream
windshield for the latest Triumph Tiger 800XC.
The VStream screen features a patented V shape,

which, it is claimed, redirects turbulent wind out and

away from the rider’s head, creating a pocket of
markedly calmer air for the rider and passenger. 
Included with the screen is a steel mounting

bracket that uses six mounting points on the

headlight cowl to provide stability for the screen. 
The screen itself is made from 4.5mm Lexan

polycarbonate material with FMR hardcoating for
optimal optical quality and scratch resistance. The
polycarbonate used is said to be 20 times more
impact resistant than acrylic.
Three styles of VStream are available for the

Triumph Tiger; Sport size, dark tint material, 35.5cm
high; Mid size, light tint material, 40.3cm high and
Tall size, clear material, 53.3cm high.

NATIONAL CYCLE 
Maywood, Illinois, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
info@ztechnik.com
www.ztechnik.com

VStream screen for Tiger 800XC

BITUBO used EICMA to showcase its
new suspension system for the
recently launched Kawasaki Z1000. 
For the front of the bike Bitubo uses
a version of its ECH29 cartridges to
create more feeling, offer increased
stability and improve grip on
entering and riding through bends.
The patented cartridges feature
hydraulically actuated spring
preload and independent rebound
and compression. 
At the rear of the Z1000 there are
two options being offered by
Bitubo; the XXF11 and XZE31
monoshocks. Both options are gas

pressurised and fitted with a floating
oil/gas separating piston. The XXF11 is

full adjustment (24 clicks in rebound and
compression at low speeds and 20 clicks of

compression at high speed, inter-axis
adjustment). The XZE31 uses the same
technology but features fewer adjustments
(seven clicks in rebound, hydraulically
actuated spring preload and inter-axis
adjustment).

BITUBO
Selve di Teolo (PD), ITALY
Tel: + 39 0499903475  
info@bitubo.com
www.bitubo.com

Bitubo suspension for Z1000

XZE31

ECH29

XXF11

ORIGINALLY launched in 2011, the first generation
SR1 helmet from Schuberth was developed with
input from seven-times Formula 1 World Champion
Michael Schumacher. After retiring from Formula 1 in
2006, Schumacher went on to race motorcycles and

worked with his car racing helmet sponsor to create
motorcycle helmets such as the carbon fibre
Schuberth Race.
That history of product development has now

resulted in a new version of the company’s SR1. The
latest revision sees the helmet being offered in three
shell sizes, providing the best fit for all head sizes
from XS to XXL (52/53–62/63). 
The shell is made from S.T.R.O.N.G. Fibre, a special

fibreglass-reinforced duroplastic matrix. The removable
and washable Coolmax lining has a hypoallergenic,
anti-bacterial, odour-reducing treatment. 
Like all Schuberth helmets, the SR1 offers additional

protection through the use of the Anti-Roll-Off System
(A.R.O.S.), which makes it almost impossible for the
helmet to roll off in a crash. The chin strap fastens with
an adjustable double-D buckle.
Ventilation on the SR1 is taken care of by three

adjustable air intakes in the front, two at the
forehead and one at the chin, and two outlets in the
back of the helmet. The chin vent has three settings
that control airflow distribution.
To avoid fogging of the anti-scratch visor an anti-

fog coating is applied, and a breath deflector
mounted at the chin further helps prevent fogging. 
The ‘Push-Release-System’ for the visor is a new

feature. At the touch of a button, users can change
the visor quickly with no tools. Tinted visors in light

smoke, dark smoke and reflective rainbow (iridium
coated) finishes are available as accessories.
A Pinlock visor is also in development. 
Additional new features on the latest SR1 include

the ‘D-Force Spoiler’ (with a choice of two settings)
that lets the wearer adjust the helmet to different
seating positions to control airflow and downforce
for high-speed riding. Also new are the two small
windows on the sides of the SR1 that can be used to
control the helmet’s acoustics. In racing mode, the
window can be opened to enable the wearer to
perceive ambient noise more accurately. This gives
riders early warning of other motorcycles
approaching on the track, so that they can begin
appropriate manoeuvres. In street mode, the window
can be closed to reduce noise levels without
eliminating important acoustic traffic signals. 
The new SR1 is available in four solid colours;

glossy white, matt white, glossy black and matt black
and a variety of designs; ‘Technology’ white and matt
black, and ‘Racing Line’ in white-silver, black-silver
and white-red-blue. 

SCHUBERTH
Magdeburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)391 8106 0
info@schuberth.de
www.schuberth.com

Schuberth
SR1 update
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X-BLACK is the name given to
the new slip-on from Exan for
the 2012 Kawasaki ZX-10R. 
The new muffler, in either oval
or conical forms, has a
trapezoidal shaped carbon end
cap. There is the choice of
titanium, carbon steel or matt
black stainless steel for the
main body. It is available in both
approved and racing versions,
with the approved equipped
with a removable DB killer.

EXAN
Lissone, ITALY
Tel. +39 0392 782799
infoexan@exan.it
www.exan.it

PRODUCT NEWS 

NEW from Fehling are a range of
accessories for Honda’s VT750. Among
the range of parts being made
available are engine crash bars in a
choice of chrome or black finishes. The
bars are of a one-piece design and
made using 38mm tubing. 
Staying at the front of the bike,

Fehling offers not only an additional
light mount bar, but also a rack that
mounts above the headlamp. 
Luggage carrying options for the

rear of the bike include pannier
carriers, two rear racks; one for use
with a pillion seat and one for use
when a solo seat is used, and a tubular
sissy bar complete with back pad and
built-in carrier rack.

FEHLING GMBH & CO
Wickede (Ruhr), GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)2377 2033
info@fehling.de
www.fehling.de

Fehling VT750 parts

The Fehling sissy bar for Honda’s
VT750 includes a back pad and rack

Pannier bag rails are among the
Fehling rear luggage options for
Honda’s VT750

Fehling offers a rear rack for use on
the VT750 when a pillion seat is
fitted

The 38mm diameter engine crash
bars are available in chrome or
black finishes

Exan X-Black for
ZX-10R
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FOR the 2012 Suzuki GSX-R1000 there is now the
option of fitting an exhaust from Slovenian specialist
Akrapovic, with a choice of six options. 

The  choice includes two slip-on end cans with
either carbon composite or titanium alloy body. The
two mufflers are bolt-on additions that provide a
racing look and sound with full EC type approval.

Offering a greater performance increase is the
option of the Racing Line and Evolution Line full
exhaust systems, both available with carbon fibre
composite or titanium alloy mufflers.

Stainless steel is used for the downpipe, collector
and link pipe sections on the Racing Line system,

while the Evolution
L ine  exhaust  uses
lightweight titanium alloys for these
sections. QD race-spec spring attachment
allows easy disassembly of the four main sections

on both systems, and they
both attach to the
subframe via a carbon
fibre muffler mounting

bracket and carbon fibre
replacement passenger

footrest bracket.
Alongside the new motorcycle system, Akrapovic

has also launched a silencer for the 20011-
2012 Piaggio MP3 Yourban LT 300ie. The
new slip-on is constructed from stainless
steel and features a heat resistant carbon
fibre end cap. It is EC type approved when
used with optional Akrapovic in-line
catalyser to comply with local market
emissions regulations

AKRAPOVIC
Ivancna Gorica, SLOVENIA
Tel +386 (0)1787 8404
info@akrapovic.si
www.akrapovic-exhaust.com

DAVIDA says it has improved its
90 Speedster helmet and increased the
range of sizes it is offered in. 
Previously available in small, medium
and large sizes, the company is now
offering X large and XX large sizes of
the proportionally small, 
low-profile helmet.
While working on the larger Speedster

sizes Davida also improved the leather
interior of the existing sizes to 
improve fit.

DAVIDA (UK) LTD.
Birkenhead, UK
Tel: +44 (0)151 647 2419
sales@davida.co.uk
www.davida.co.uk

Davida Speedster

DUTCH motorcycle clothing brand Macna introduced
a new jacket at INTERMOT which features the new,
revolutionary Night Eye technology.

With this technology Macna succeeded to let a
normal, grey motorycle jacket during the day light up
like a light bulb at night, giving the rider maximum
visibility. Microscopic glass beads in the Night Eye
fabric work like small satellite dishes, and
these tiny mirrors will reflect the light right
back where it came from and make the
rider light up in car headlights from a long
distance.

Night Eye technology gives
fashionable motorcycle jackets
maximum visibility at night. From the
Macna range the models Geo2,
Concrete and Vision4all utility are
equipped with Night Eye technology.

MACNA
Veghel, NETHERLANDS
Tel. +31 (0)413 389089
info@macna.com
www.macna.com

Akrapovic also has a slip-on
silencer available for the
Piaggio MP3 Yourban LT 300ie

PRODUCT NEWS 

Two full systems are
being offered for the

2012 Suzuki GSX-R1000
in either stainless steel

or titanium with a
choice of titanium or

carbon mufflers
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New bike and scooter 
exhausts from Akrapovic
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NEW products for the 2013 season include the 309
ESO PRO 2 boot, which has an upper Micro-Synth
material and Air-tech vented lining.
The "Eso-motion 2" rear articulation system with

quick-release button, the contoured shin and heel
protections as well as a "Tech-toe" P.U. section, inner

removable bootie with D30 ankle cups and Alu-
titanium replaceable slider all aid protection.
Closure is by aluminium buckle and zipper,

colours are black or white, and sizes 39-47.
Another boot in the new range is the 316

Oxegen 2, which also features Micro-Synth

upper and Air-tech lining.
Protections include P.U. moulded sections on shin,

heel and calf, Hexagon ventilation inserts, black-
titanium replaceable slider and D30 inserts on ankle
cups.
Closure is by zipper and Velcro, sizes are 38-47

and colours black and black/white. A waterproof
version is also available.

GIANNI FALCO
Caselle di Altivole
(TV), ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 915272
sales@giannifalco.com
www.giannifalco.com309 ESO PRO 2

FREE Spirits is continuing to expand its range of
Triumph parts with the introduction of engine
protectors for the Bonneville, Thruxton and
Scrambler. The protector has been designed to
disperse the impact of a crash and avoid extensive
damage to the engine cases. It fits without any
modification necessary to the cases.
Created for use on the Triumph Bonneville with a

single instrument and harness CAN BUS, the billet
bracket from Free Spirits carries the stock speedo and
houses the bike’s warning lights. It is available in a
choice of black, silver or red anodised finishes.

FREE SPIRITS
Carrè (VI), ITALY 
Tel: +39 0445 390437
E-mail: info@freespirits.it
www.freespirits.it

PRODUCT NEWS 

316 Oxegen 2

AVAILABLE to fit both the Peugeot
Speedfight3 and the four-stroke Sym 50,
Polini’s new high speed variator is said to
improve starting and power output. 
Each variator kit includes rollers,
compression spring and clutch spring.
The new half-pulley is die-cast in
lightweight alloy and produced with new
inclinations of the rollers’ sliding surfaces.
The compression spring has a balanced
charge, which improves the power output at
every rpm.

POLINI MOTORI
Alzano Lombardo (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 2275 111
news@polini.com
www.polini.com

Polini high
speed variator

Free Spirits
Triumph
parts
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GPR Exhaust has introduced a new line of silencers
for the new lines dedicated to the BMW C 600 Sport
and C 650 GT scooters.

Options include the GPE and Tiburon in titanium,
the stainless steel and carbon GPE Poppy and the
black stainless steel GPE Nero Italia and Sportcan.
The exhausts are said to offer a weight saving of up

to 2kg and a power increase of 3.5hp.
All GPR pipes are homologated for road use, and

it is not necessary to remap the ECU. 

GPR 
Cerro al Lambro (MI),ITALY
Tel: +39 02 98112058
info@gpr.it
www.gpr.it

C 600 Sport and
C 650 GT exhausts

TECHSHAPE has diversified its product
range of motorcycle accessories with the
launch of a rear hugger for the new Yamaha
Xenter scooter. 
Made from ABS plastic with an acrylic
coating, the hugger can be fitted with hand
tools. 
Supplied in black, the hugger can be
painted if desired.

TECHSHAPE
Aspropyrgos, GREECE
Tel: +30 (0)210 5596682 
E-mail:info@motordrometdm.com
www.motordrometdm.com

Yamaha Xenter
rear hugger
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MATRIS has created a line of replacement
monoshocks designed to work with BMW’s
ESA system found on the R 1200 GS and
R 1200 GS Adventure.

The shocks are a nitrogen gas pressurised
hydraulic design with an external expansion
tank on the rear and internal on the front
version.

BMW’s original ESA electronic adjustment
works with the rebound and spring preload
on the Matris shocks, and on the rear shock
the hydraulic compression is adjustable. 
The piston rods in the shocks are made from
hard chromed, high tensile steel and the
cylinder is steel alloy with Nichel surface
treatment.
Versions of the shocks are available for WP
or Showa style shock fitment.

MATRIS
Camisano Vicentino (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0444 411636
info@matrisdampers.com
www.matrisdampers.com

THE latest battery charger by BC Battery
Controller is the EVO Series, which are
smart chargers and testers.
Both 3500 EVO and 9000 EVO feature a
“Bike Mode” for charging motorcycle
batteries (charging currently limited to 1
Amp).
Among the features on the BC 3500 EVO
(maximum charging current 3.5A) and BC
9000 EVO maximum charging current 9A)
is an eight-step charging cycle that starts

with an initial battery diagnosis. If a
critical situation is detected, the chargers
execute a phase of recovery and
reconditioning, followed by battery
charging and desulfation to bring the
battery back to an optimal state of
charge. Once completed, after an end
cycle test, the charger switches to
maintenance mode. 
The testing function on the two units
allows checks to be made on the state of
charge at rest, cranking power and the
function of the alternator/regulator
system.
Both the BC 3500 EVO and the BC 9000
EVO are compatible with all 12V lead acid
batteries and supplied with a waterproof
battery cable with eyelets and a battery
cable with insulated clamps. 

BC BATTERY CONTROLLER
Cisliano (MI), ITALY
Tel: +39 02 90385059
export@batterycontroller.it
www.batterycontroller.com

Multi-purpose
EVO series
battery charger

TUCANO Urbano has launched its autumn/winter
2012-13 range of lightweight jackets, designed for
urban motorcyclists and scooter riders. 

The company’s Angus, described by Tucano
Urbano as a ‘classic motorcycle jacket, is three-
quarter length and features a breathable and
waterproof outer shell made from a
Polyamide/cotton twill mix. To aid water proofing, the
seams are taped. Along with the removable and
ergonomically designed hood the Angus has pockets
for both elbow and shoulder armour and a back
protector.

The inner cuffs are knitted fabric to prevent draft,
and the front closure has a zip with a storm flap that
fastens with press studs. 

The Angus is available in dark grey or dark beige
in sizes S to 3XL. 

Designed to be worn on its own or as a thermal
layer inside the Angus, or other jackets from the
Tucano Urbano range, the Low Dog (sizes S to 3XL)
is an ultralight down jacket. Offered in dark green or
black, the Low Dog has a breathable and water-
repellent Polyamide outer shell and lining as well as
two external and two internal pockets and tabs to
attach it to the inside of other jackets. 

A third jacket in the new range is the limited
edition Phil. In black/green only and sizes S to 3XL,
it is a padded parka that is a heavier weight jacket

than the Angus. Once again a water-repellent
Polyamide/cotton mix is used for the outer shell, and
this is backed by a fully waterproof and breathable
inner membrane. The sleeves have windproof inner
knitted cuffs and external volume adjusters and cuff
adjustment. 

The jacket fastens
with a two-way zip,
which is covered by a
double windflap that
closes with press studs.
There is a removable fake
fur trimmed hood, two
external pockets and two
internal pockets. 

Pockets are also
included internally for
CE-approved armour at
both the shoulders and
elbows. 

TUCANO URBANO
Peschiera Borromeo (MI), ITALY
Tel: +39 02 5530 5203
tucanourbano@tucanourbano.it
www.tucanourbano.com

Matris BMW monoshocks

PRODUCT NEWS 
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The Low Dog down
filled jacket can be

worn on its own or as
a thermal liner under
the Tucano Urbano

Angus jacket

Tucano Urbano lightweight jackets

Tucano Urbano
describes its limited
edition Phil jacket as

a padded parka
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PRODUCT NEWS 

TRIUMPH’S Tiger 1200 Explorer is the
latest bike to be given accessories by
British aftermarket bodywork
specialist Powerbronze.

The parts range includes with what
the company is already describing as
one of its fastest selling parts – a rear
hugger. Currently available in black
and carbon look finishes, a full carbon
fibre version is in development. 

Offering a similar level of additional
protection for the front of the bike is
Powerbronze’s mudguard extender.
Available in gloss black only, it is said
to provide extra protection for lower
fairing panels and shield the radiator
from road dirt, debris, and water
thrown up by the front wheel.

Along with a standard replacement
screen, Powerbronze offers a tall Flip
screen for the Tiger. The Flip screen
measures 535mm high and is 25mm
wider than standard and another
screen option is the 300mm high
Adventure Sports screen.

Another option for rider protection
at the front of the Tiger are wind
deflectors, designed to direct air flow
away from the rider’s upper body, and
at the same time providing protection
for the rider’s hands from wind, rain
and snow. 

POWERBRONZE
Littlehampton, UK
Tel. +44 (0)1903 783222
sales@powerbronze.co.uk
www.powerbronze.co.uk

Powerbronze
accessorise Tiger

The Adventure Sports screen is just
300mm high

The Powerbronze Flip screen
is 535mm high and 25mm
wider than the stock one

A full carbon fibre rear hugger will
soon be available alongside the
carbon look finish hugger

The mudguard
extender helps

protect the bike from
road debris thrown up

by the front wheel

Not only do the wind deflectors
offer protection for the rider’s hands
from the elements, they also deflect
wind blast away from the upper
body

mailto:sales@powerbronze.co.uk
http://www.powerbronze.co.uk
http://www.vrooam-lubricants.com


KAWASAKI’S Z800 is the latest bike to be given a
style make-over by Rizoma with a range of parts and
accessories being made available for the new bike.
The line of parts has been created in conjunction with
Kawasaki Motor Europe.

One of the most significant new pieces created by
Rizoma are the adjustable billet aluminium RRC rear
sets. These can be matched with adjustable billet
aluminium brake and clutch levers. 

Staying with the front of the bike, Rizoma is also
able to offer the Conus 11⁄8in tapered handlebar and
a set of 42mm risers to match. A ‘Proguard System’
is also an option for the bars. It is the same type of
brake lever protector as used on MotoGP and
Superbikes to prevent the front brake being
accidentally applied. Completing the front end
accessories is a headlight-mounted fairing. 

Other pieces that are available for the Z800 from
Rizoma are a chain guard, crank case cover and
sprocket cover, all in carbon fibre, engine protectors
and axle protectors, exhaust mount, a license plate
support, mirrors and a five-piece graphics set.

The styling kit will be made available to both
Rizoma and Kawasaki dealers, and Rizoma has also
prepared three kits which will be exclusively
distributed through the Kawasaki network: the Style
Kit Intro, the Style Kit Solo and the Style Kit Duo.

RIZOMA ITALY
Tel: +39 0331 242 020
info@rizoma.com
www.rizoma.com

RIZOMA GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)7141 6431 633
germany@rizoma.de

RIZOMA FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)149 61 30 67
france@rizoma.com

RIZOMA AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 650 3333 051
austria@rizoma.com

RIZOMA SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 32 6770 514
switzerland@rizoma.com

NOLAN has taken its N43E AIR helmet and
used it as the starting point for development
of its new system style N44 helmet, which
has been designed for touring use. 
Polycarbonate Lexan is used to construct the
outer shell of the N44, and two different
sizes of shell are used, XXS-L and XL-XXXL.
The protective chin guard (which exceeds
the homologation tests required for full-face
helmet’s) allows a transition from open face
to full face easily due to the simple
fastening system.
The helmet’s top ventilation system uses a
central air intake and internally the
exclusive ‘Air Booster’ system to ensure

optimal ventilation. The ventilation system
of the N44 is completed by an air intake in
the lower part of the visor, which provides a
constant supply of fresh air.
An extra wide visor is used on the N44 to
provide the best possible view of the road
for the wearer. It is removable without tools
and supplied ready to fit a Pinlock insert.
Behind the main visor there is a second half
visor that is heavily tinted that can be
quickly and easily raised and lowered
dependent on riding conditions. 
The liner of the N44 uses the latest
generation Clima Comfort removable and
washable material from Nolan. The
helmet is also ready to work with
Nolan’s own communication systems
N-Com B1 and N-Com B4. It is also
approved when the communication
system is installed in accordance with
regulation ECE / ONU 22-05.

NOLAN
Brembate di Sopra (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 602111  
info@nolan.it
www.nolan.it

Nolan N44
helmet

RIZOMA parts for Z800
Chain guard

Headlight fairing
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Rear set kit & exhaust
system support

Sprocket cover

Engine
guards

Crankcase
Graphics kit
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Faro

PRODUCT NEWS 

Toronto and
Faro jackets
TWO new jackets from SpeedX, formerly
known as Orina Bike Wear, are the Toronto
and the Faro.
Both jackets are made from robust but still
light Soratex material and are attractive
and functional, according to the company.
Toronto features climate membrane
AquaDry and a detachable, ultra-light
DuPont ComforMax inner lining, waterproof
zips, Cool Air windows and stretch inserts.
Faro is a touring jacket with newly
developed climate stretch membrane
AquaShell, which guarantees maximum
flexibility and ease of movement.
Detachable thermal lining, watertight
zipped pockets, a large back pocket, Cool
Air windows for optimum ventilation as
well as reflectors complete the innovative
jacket.
Both jackets are also available in black.

SPEEDX/ORINA
Eschweiler, GERMANY
Tel. +49 (0)2403 99960
sales@speedx24.de
www.speedx24.de

Toronto

MOTOREX has developed its ethanol booster to
counter the problems incurred when using biofuel
alternatives from E-10 to E-85, which due to their
higher ethanol content often develop undesirable
properties when the vehicle stays immobile for
extended periods.

The company’s ethanol booster compensates
for several typical deficiencies of established
bioethanol fuels. The special biochemical
additives of the booster counteracts the effect of
the lower power output created using ethanol by
achieving a more thorough combustion of the
petrol as well as the ethanol. The result is less
unburned fuel, fewer exhaust emissions and
residue.

In addition, due to ethanol being hygroscopic and
absorbing water from the ambient air, diminishing the
fuel’s octane content, the special formulation of
ethanol booster counteracts the effect by decreasing
phase separation and stabilising the chemical
composition of the fuel over extended periods. The
combustion enhancing and cleansing ingredients are
also claimed to enhance the combustion of aged fuels. 

Further extending its product range, Motorex has
introduced a line of air filters. Developed in co-
operation with a renowned European manufacturer,
Motorex air filters are made of polyester foams,
which unlike conventional cotton gauze or paper
filters, are easily cleaned, dry quickly and retain their

shape and filtration characteristics for
countless cleaning cycles. Each filter is made of
two layers of polyester foam, each with
different porosities, flame laminated and

welded into a single component to act as pre- and
fine filter. A wide, breathable foam seal ensures that
no unfiltered air passes the intake.

All air filters are street legal, replace the OEM filter
without structural modifications and are available for
a wide range of popular motocross, dual-purpose,
cross country, ATV and scooter models, depending on
the market.

MOTOREX
Langenthal, SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 (0)62 91975 75  
E-mail:info@motorex.com
www.motorex.com
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Motorex ethanol
booster and air filters
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FURYGAN is offering its new Land D3O glove in
both men’s and women’s sizes (S-3XL and S-XL,
respectively). The main feature of the new winter
glove is the anti-shock metacarpian protector made
from D3O, which is a flexible intelligent material
that locks itself at the time of an impact and makes
the glove CE homologated.

The exterior of the glove is made from goat
leather and the lining on the back of the hand is
made from high thermicity fabrics for protection

against cold, while the lining on the palm of the
hand is designed, says Furygan, to preserve the
feeling of the levers. There is also a rubber visor
wipe on the left thumb.

FURYGAN
Nimes, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 66 38 85 85
accueil@furygan.com
www.furygan.com

PRODUCT NEWS 

Furygan D3O “Land” gloves

Land D3O

THE latest additions to the Skidmarx range of
parts and accessories include a hugger for the
Triumph Tiger Explorer 1200. The British made
hugger has been designed to protect the
bike’s rear shock from dirt, debris and spray
thrown up by the rear tyre. It is constructed
from glass fibre in a gloss black finish, and
there is a second lighter weight version made
from carbon fibre. Both versions are supplied
complete with a fitting kit and mount on
existing points on the swingarm. 
Riders of Yamaha’s XTZ 1200 Super Ténéré can
now benefit from the added weather
protection offered by the new Skidmarx
aerofoils. The aerofoils are designed to fill the

gap between the screen and bodywork,
deflecting wind and weather away from the
rider. The new pieces are also said to offer
protection to the bike’s hand controls and
switches from mud, sand, grit and other debris
throw up from the road. Made from 3mm
acrylic in a choice of clear, light and dark
tinted versions, the aerofoils mount to the
Ténéré’s existing bodywork.

SKIDMARX
Weymouth, Dorset, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1305 780 808
sales@skidmarx.co.uk
www.skidmarx.co.uk

Skidmarx for Triumph Tiger
and Yamaha XTZ
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PRODUCT NEWS 

SPIDI’S latest chest protector is the Thorax Warrior.
Compared to the existing Warrior chest protector, the
protection area has been extended by 50 percent.
The Thorax Warrior protector is compliant with future
standards prEN 1621-3 level 1 (Test Report 16.6 kN),
obtaining the ‘Full’ certification.

SPIDI SPORT
Sarego (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0444 436 411
info@spidi.it
www.spidi.com

Thorax
Warrior
from Spidi

GILLES Tooling has applied its extensive
knowledge of manufacturing aftermarket
parts to Ducati’s 1199 Panigale and created
versions of its Factor-X rearsets and Variobar2
handlebars to fit the Italian superbike. 
The Factor-X rear sets not only allow users the
choice of standard sport footpegs or factory
racing footpegs, there is also the option to
choose standard or race style reverse shift
patterns. The footpegs themselves can be
mounted in three different positions, the shift
arm gets extra wide needle bearings to allow
smoother, play-free, more exact shifting, and
the rear brake contact point can be adjusted.
Available in raw aluminium or black

anodised, the rear sets are designed to be
mounted with original heel protectors.
The Variobar2 handlebar is a modular system
with or without extensions and patent
pending quick-easy technology to allow many
variations of bar height and angle. The range
of movement goes from stretched and deeper
positions to higher and more relaxed than
stock. The extension version is supplied with
braking hose extension and has an adjustable
angle in three positions. Both versions (with
or without extensions) have a clamp to
mount the steering damper. Versions are
available in 53mm for the Panigale S and
57mm for the Panigale and the choice of
silver, black or gold anodised finishes.

GILLES TOOLING
Wecker,
LUXEMBOURG
Tel: +352 (0)267 893 1
E-mail:info@gillestooling.com
www.gillestooling.com

Rearsets and
handlebars for
Panigale

mailto:info@spidi.it
http://www.spidi.com
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http://www.gillestooling.com
http://www.premier.it


NOVATION’S brand
TCX has launched the
X-Street, a riding
boot that combines
safety with the
styling of a casual
baseball boot. 
Certified to current CE
standards, the X-Street features
heel and toe reinforcements.
The lace-up boots have a
waterproof leather upper and a
high wear-resistant rubber sole
with an anatomic and
replaceable footbed inside.

NOVATION/TCX
Montebelluna (TV),ITALY
Tel:+39 0423 292211
E-mail:info@tcxboots.com
www.tcxboots.com

X-Street from
TCX

Saddlemen
Performance seat
for Ducati

Track-CF

Chicane

Sport Tech

PRODUCT NEWS 

PARTS Europe now has the
Saddlemen range of
Performance seats available to
fit Ducati’s 848, 848S, 1098,
1098S, 1198 and 1198S models.
The Saddlemen Performance
seats are available in four
different styles: Sport, Tech,
Track-CF and Chicane. The Sport
style seat is slightly bucketed
for optimal control and features
a SaddleSuede micro-fiber seat
cover. The Tech style seat
features memory foam. The
Track-CF (Carbon Fiber) seat
combines the racing-focused
features of the standard Track
seat with a high-tech, carbon
fiber-styled cover. The Chicane
seat is a performance seat with
a gripper cover and firm
progressive density foam for
track days and racing use.

PARTS EUROPE
Wasserliesch, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6501 96550
sales@Partseurope.eu
www.partseurope.eu
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ILMBERGER has not only introduced a line
of carbon fibre parts for Ducati’s 1199
Panigale, but also composite ceramic heat
shields.
The line of carbon parts includes fenders,
bodywork and covers, and the exhaust and
head pipe heat shields are ceramic. The
exhaust components are made of high-tech
material composite ceramic, as used in the
exhaust flues of Formula 1 race cars. 
Made from autoclaved carbon fibre, the

range of lightweight parts from Ilmberger
is made up of  bodywork from front to
rear, ram air covers and fenders, as well as
covers for the clutch, generator, shock,
swingarm and sprocket. A key/ignition
cover, heel guards and a licence plate
holder complete the comprehensive
selection. 
All Ilmberger accessories are intended for
use on public roads and come with type
certification documents.

ILMBERGER CARBON PARTS
Oberhaching, GERMANY
Tel: +49(0)8961 33893 
info@ilmberger-carbon.com
www.ilmberger-carbon.com
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PRODUCT NEWS 

TJT Racing Parts has released a replacement clutch
disc set, which is available in different versions to fit
all Yamaha T-Max variants from 2001 to 2012. 

The kit uses aluminium clutch discs and high-
quality friction material.

TJT RACING PARTS
Barcelona, SPAIN
Tel: +34 938 737 745
export@tjtracing.com
www.tjtracing.com

T-Max
clutch

Ilmberger carbon for Panigale

MOVEO, the Spanish manufacturer of safety
neck braces, has launched Concept, a new
design intended for riders wearing bulky
back protectors or looking for more room
for their helmet.
The company also says the latest brace
design is the lightest in its range with a
weight of just 590g. 
Available in either white or black with stick
on graphics, the brace is made from
thermoplastic with glass fibre, and a
thermoplastic elastomer is used for the
flexible hinge. 

MOVEO SAFETY
Valladolid, SPAIN
Tel: +34 983 145793
info@moveosafety.com
www.moveosafety.com

Moveo Concept brace

mailto:info@ilmberger-carbon.com
http://www.ilmberger-carbon.com
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http://www.tjtracing.com
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http://www.dragginjeans.net
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TO celebrate their 55th anniversary, Premier
introduced three different models of its Anniversary
helmet, the Style, the JT2 and the Vintage.

All helmets are made from a DCA tri-composite
material, which is said to be a perfect mix of
Dyneema, carbon and aramidic fibers for light weight
and resistance. The shell has an aerodynamic shape
and has been tested in their laboratory and on the
tracks.

The external shell is available in two different
sizes, and the internal multi-density EPS shell has
excellent shock-absorption qualities, according to
the company. The inner sanitised comfort padding is
made from Coolmax Dupont and Outlast material,
which is completely removable and washable.

The retention system has a double D-ring fastener
and the air ventilation system features two
adjustable air vents, one on the mouthpiece and one

on the upper part of the shell, which are both
integrated into the shell to avoid high speed noise.
Four air extractors allow escape of hot and humid air.

The visor has a Quick Release System (Q.R.S.), is
2.2 mm thick and anti-scratch and mist-retarding.
The visors are also available as a spare part in
different colours. The Anniversary Style and the JT are
available in two different graphics, and in seven
different versions. The Anniversary Vintage is only
available in the Retro graphic.

All helmets are homologated to ECE 22-05 and
come in six different sizes.

PREMIER HELMETS
Lucca, ITALY
Tel. +39 0583 730310
info@premier.it
www.premier.it

SPARK has introduced what it claims to
be the first high mount aftermarket
exhaust for the KTM Duke 125. Not only
can the system be mounted high, but an
optional mounting kit also allows it to
be low mounted.

Included with the GP style silencer is a
catalysed connecting pipe to make the
system street legal and compliant with
both emissions and noise regulations.

SPARK EXHAUST TECHNOLOGY
Curtatone (MN), ITALY
Tel: +39 0376 349388
info@spark.it
www.spark.it
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PRODUCT NEWS 

Premier Anniversary helmets

TAMBURINI is now offering a range of
carbon fibre body panels for the latest
Ducati supersport bike – the Panigale 1199. 
The range of pieces available includes front
fender, left and right lower fairing panels,

upper fairing panel, seat panel, belly pan,
clutch cover, chain cover and rear hugger. 
Made from vacuum formed, pre-
impregnated carbon fibre, the fairing panels
include Kevlar and aluminium is used in the
seat for fitting purposes. 
All of the carbon pieces from Tamburini can
be ordered in lacquered or matt versions.

TAMBURINI  
Budrio (BO), ITALY
Tel: +39 051 803070
E-mail:tamburini@tamburinimoto.com
www.tamburinimoto.com 

Tamburini
carbon parts
for Panigale

Lower
fairing
panel

SPARK
exhaust for
KTM Duke 125

Anniversary Vintage in Retro graphic
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PRODUCT NEWS 

ÖHLINS has followed on from offering front end
upgrades for Dual Sport and Adventure bikes based
on its successful road racing kits with the
introduction of a front end kit for the Ducati Diavel.

The replacement front fork is based on Öhlins’
‘Road & Track’ front fork, which has been modified
into a wider, more heavy duty version. The 48mm
front fork comes equipped with Öhlins’ latest NIX30
technology inside. 

Spring preload adjustment is done from the top
cap. Compression and rebound are adjustable with
rebound in one leg and compression damping in
the other.

The new front fork is claimed to give
improvements in tyre feel and general handling of
the bike. 

ÖHLINS RACING
Upplands Vaesby, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 (0)859 002 500
info@ohlins.se
www.ohlins.com

FGRT301 fork for Ducati Diavel

PUIG’S windshield for Ducati Diavel is
supplied with a new bracket that lets the
bike’s rider adapt the angle easily. The
bracket features a single knob to release
and adjust the windshield, offering a 65mm
height difference.
Supplied with fitting instructions and all
necessary hardware, the screen is available
in dark smoke, light smoke, or black.

PUIG
Granollers, Barcelona, SPAIN
Tel: +34 938 490 633
info@puig.tv
www.puig.tv

Puig windshield for Diavel

CLOVER’S Crossover jacket gets its
name from the fact that it has been
designed for both on- and off-road
use, as well as year round in
temperatures from minus 10 to plus 35
degrees C.

Made up of several layers, which
can be adjusted to suit riding
conditions, the outer is constructed
from Cordura fabric, completed with
Kevlar made of aramidic-ceramic fibres
in the areas exposed to abrasion such
as the shoulders and elbows. Internal
layers in the jacket include a removable
Aquazone waterproof and breathable
membrane and a removable
MicroValtherm thermal lining. 

The jacket’s advanced ventilation
system, with adjustable air injectors
and air extractors for an optimum air
flow when riding in hot conditions, is
made possible through the use of 27

zips on the jacket. Rider safety is taken
care of by removable back padding
and removable and adjustable CE
approved protectors. 

The Crossover also features 12
pockets and volume adjustments in
the body and sleeves to adjust fit
dependent on the layers worn and zip
adjustable arms and forearms. 

Matching Crossover trousers are
also available and can be attached to
the jacket. 

Colourways for the Crossover are
black/grey, black/sand, black/
petroleum, grey/blue and black/black
in sizes S to 4XL.

CLOVER SRL
Cornedo (VI), ITALY
Tel. +39 0445 446642
clover@clover.it
www.clover.it

Clover Crossover
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Friday 10th - Industry Day
Saturday 11th - Public Day
Sunday 12th - Public Day

Featuring ... 

The first annual International
Motorcycle Industry Conference

The first annual International
Motorcycle Industry Awards

The World Championship
of Custom Bike Building

The European ‘Headquarters’ Expo
for the International motorcycle
parts, accessory, performance,
workshop, service and
tuning industry

- 1 0 1 1 1 2 - 5 - 2 0 1 3  -  B I G B I K E E U R O P E

IN 2013

Dealers only!Dealers only!Dealers only!

IDN Translation Service
Industry-experienced German or Italian to English marketing material 

translation service available from the IDN o�ce in the UK.

Website copy, catalogues, brochures, 
ßyers, press releases.

IDN's multi-lingual sta! o!er translations, English language re-writes 
and proof reading for motorcycle industry businesses, who want to 

improve their international marketing material

• International press release service also available • 

Contact Sonja Wallace
sonja@dealer-world.com

USA
Parts Unlimited (608) 758-1111

Hap Jones (408) 432-1918

TEC Dist. (800) 356-0043

Newcomb Southeast
(803) 732-5135

M.A.P. Ent. (727) 381-1151

KK Motorcycle Supply
(800) 543-9638

Suncoast Cycle Ent.
(727) 725-3664

Canada
Parts Canada (403) 250-6611

Motovan Motorsport 
(450) 449-3903

Kimpex Action (519) 659-0508

Germany
Grossewaechter

0049 (0)5225859256

UK
P.D.Q. Motorcycle

0044 1628667644

Australia
Serco 07 38232833

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV

0031 (0)50 303 9771

MotoPro Sport 0031 (0)599 633 000

Japan
Wellington Moto

France
Bihr Racing 0033 389673639

www.barnettclutches.com
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Distributors of TECMATE 
retail chargers

TecMate (International) SA BELGIUM

www.tecmate-int.com
TEL: 0032 (0)16 805440
FAX: 0032 (0)16 805441

AUSTRALIA - A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS
T. (61) 7 3806 1800 sales@a1accessory.com.au

AUSTRIA -SCHUMOTO KG
T. (43)(732)757080 office@schumoto.at

BELGIUM - BIKE DESIGN BVBA
T. (32)(52) 453361 info@bike-design.be

CROATIA - PICCILO RACING D.O.O.
T. (385)(21)325677 piccilo-racing@st.t-com.hr

CYPRUS - J.L. MOTORACE LTD (MOTORCYCLE)
T. (357)(22)752234 motorace@cytanet.com.cy

CZECH REP. - MOTOSERVIS DEYL
T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

DENMARK - CARL ANDERSEN MOTORCYKLER 
T. (45)(86) 946177 hjn@ca-mc.dk

ESTONIA - OÜ HELADORA LLC
T. (372) 5285672 rain@motopood.ee

FINLAND - OY BRANDT A/B
T. (358)(9)895501 ulf.bjorklund@brandt.fi

FRANCE - MORACO SAS
T. (33)(3)85 51 45 30 info@moraco.fr

GERMANY - ECON WERKST.-AUSRÜSTUNGS
T. (49)(2689) 928747 info@econ-wa.de

GERMANY - HERMANN HARTJE GMBH
T. (49)(42) 51 811 273 info@hartje.de

GERMANY - HS-MOTORRADTEILE GMBH
T. (49)(621) 105 200 info@hs-motoparts.de

GERMANY - LANGENSCHEIDT GMBH
T. (49)23 63 36 18-0 info@langenscheidt-gmbh.de

GERMANY - NIEMANN+FREY GMBH
T. (49)(2151)55 54 20 zentrale@niemann-frey.de

GERMANY - PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH 
T. (49)(40)248 277 0 info@pwonline.de

GERMANY - SCHÜLLER MOTORRADTEILE
T. (49)(6245)994 79 10 info@enuma.de

GREAT BRITAIN - PROBIKE SHADOWFAX 
T. (44)(1604)660555 sales@probike.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN - MOTOHAUS POWERSPORTS 
T. (44)(1256)704909 sales@motohaus.com

GREECE - TECNOPNEUMATIC A.E
T. (30)(210)34 67 000 avieris@tecnopneumatic.gr

HOLLAND - HOCOPARTS B.V.
T. (31)(342) 412290 info@hocoparts.com

HUNGARY - DOVER KFT
T. (36)(1)2392202 csaba@doverkft.hu

ICELAND - BILANAUST NITRO N1
T. (354)-535-9000 agust@n1.is

IRELAND - 
INTERCONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

T. (353)(1)8344 289 andy@idl-dublin.ie

ISRAEL - A.E. MOTORCYCLE
T. (972)(50)271923 ae_motor@netvision.net.il

ITALY - SOCIETÀ GENERALE RICAMBI
T. (39)(051)722557 DelucaR@sgr-it.com

JAPAN - OKADA CORPORATION
T. (81)(3)5473-0371 j.sumiyoshi@okada-corp.com

KUWAIT -TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES
T. (965)2405194 shams@tristarkw.com

LATVIA - MOTOSPORTS LTD
T. (371)-7802351 lauris.ermanis@motosports.lv

MOROCCO - SHENO
T. (212) (0)5 22 35 97 16 larichimed@sheno.ma

NEW ZEALAND - NORTHERN ACCESSORIES
T. (64)(9)276-6453 steven@northacc.co.nz

NORWAY - SPARE PARTS SERVICE AS
T. (47)(64)837500 jang@sps.no

PHILIPPINES - STRONGHAND INC.
T. (632) 373-2311 open@stronghandinc.com

POLAND - OLEK MOTOCYKLE
T. (48) (33) 810 19 05 import@olekmotocykle.pl

PORTUGAL - JMP EQUIPAMENTOS
T. (351)(232)961841 geral@jmpequipamentos.com

SERBIA - MOTO-BIKE
T. (99)(381)641289979 motobike@ptt.rs

SINGAPORE - DWA LUBRICANTS PTE LTD
T. (65) 6515-6282 dwa@pacific.net.sg

SLOVAKIA - MOTOSERVIS DEYL
T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

CENTRAL & SOUTH AFRICA, OCEANIA - 
TECMATE SOUTH AFRICA

T. (27)(21)5316087 tecmate@netactive.co.za

SPAIN - EUROMOTO 85, S.A.
T. (34)(936)376 611 euromoto85@euromoto85.es

SWEDEN - MOTOSPEED  AB
T. (46)(21)351925 klarkner@motospeed.se

SWITZERLAND - TECHNOPOLYMER AG
T. (41)(91) 683-0333 robert.maier@technopolymer.ch

SWITZERLAND - HOSTETTLER AG
T. (41)(41) 926-6111 claudia.shumacher@hostettler.com

TAIWAN - PROMO-TEC INTERNATIONAL
T. (886)(2)2562-7770 pro.motec@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY - VELOMOTO
T. (90)(212)6061707 info@velomoto.com.tr

UAE - TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES DUBAI
T. (971) 4-3330659 floyd@tristaruae.com

USA, CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA 
TECMATE NORTH AMERICA

T. 905 337 2095 sales@tecmate.com
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news ROOM

I N a press release at the end
of September the European
Parliament announced that

new rules "to make motorbikes
safer and greener were
provisionally agreed by MEPs
and Council negotiators".

The release says that the new
regulation lays down approval and
market surveillance rules for all
L-category vehicles in the EU - said to be
some 30 million mopeds, scooters,
motorbikes, and ATV/quads.

Based on very hotly contested
research (indeed in some cases no
supporting/evidentiary research
findings at all) and road traffic accident
statistics, the Parliament says that the
measures are aimed at vehicles that
"account for 16 percent of accident
deaths on Europe's roads, even though
they make up only 2 percent of road
traffic", and that they are designed to
impose "more stringent safety
requirements" and "tougher emission
targets".

Under the new rules MEPs agreed
that anti-lock braking systems (ABS) will
have to be fitted as standard to all
"bigger" motorcycles, namely those
over 125cc, while either ABS or
combined braking systems (CBS) could
be fitted to motorbikes and scooters of
less than 125cc displacement.

Commenting on the deal struck with
the Council after what are said to have
been "intensive informal talks between
Parliament's negotiators and the Cyprus
Presidency" rapporteur, keen
motorcyclist and Dutch Christian
Democrat MEP Wim van de Camp said
"in addition we have ensured that after
4 years the Commission should present
a cost-effectiveness analysis, with
recommendations as to whether the
rules should be revised.”

"We also introduced new measures
to prevent tampering of powertrains to
make vehicles go faster,"  van de Camp
said.

W hen appointed as the IMCO
(Internal Market and Consumer

Protection) committee's delegated MEP
responsible for the "Regulation on
approval and market surveillance of
two-or-three-wheel vehicles and
quadricycles" (the 'rapporteur'),  van de
Camp had pointed to the deep-seated
culture of modifying bikes among the
motorcycling community, including the
improvement of engine performance by
saying that "preventing this will
disadvantage many qualified riders. It
should therefore be left to the discretion
of Member States to deal with this kind
of modifications."

It would appear that van de Camp
had lost much of the 'bigger-picture'
ground that he had set out when being
given the brief, but importantly the anti-
tampering regulations will only apply
(for the time being at least) to
motorcycles of 47 sbhp and less.

Quite what those regulations will
eventually look like, what they will
and will not prohibit, is still, largely, a
matter of conjecture -  the versions of
detail that have so far been in-play
have varied wildly, and will not now
be finalised for some 15 to 18 months,
in advance of the regulations
becoming law 2 years after a
Parliamentary vote, that is currently
slated for week commencing
November 19th or thereafter.

However, what has emerged is that
ABS off switches can be fitted on larger
displacement motorcycles, and that the
anti-tampering measures that will apply
to machines under the upper 47 bhp
upper power limit will be restricted to
"address only those motorcycle
modifications which are harmful in
terms of functional safety or detrimental
regarding their impact on emissions
requirements", according to British MEP
Vicky Ford.

She says that these measures are
now focussed on vehicles that are
already limited in speed or power [due
to learner and/or newly qualified rider
licensing regulations], and that these
requirements, are "for manufacturers
only, before type approval is granted".

She went on to say "we are confident
that the measures agreed will not stop
anyone sensible from customising or
modifying their motorcycle.

"No one ever supported banning
standard modifications and part
replacements", she said.

H ers are views that appear to be
reinforced by remarks made by the

Commission representative at the IFZ
safety conference at INTERMOT on
October 1st, whos is quoted as saying
that "since there was never any
intention to restrict rider-modifications
and the replacement of parts with
aftermarket parts, the agreed

amendments are about restricting anti-
tampering measures to manufacturer
obligations, which apply before type
approval is granted".

He went on to state that "higher and
medium-powered motorcycles are
entirely excluded from the application
of these measures, and the anti-
tampering measures required of
manufacturers only cover low
performance motorbikes and mopeds"
and that "any proposals for policing or
compliance checking and further
testing in this Regulation have been
abandoned".

W hile motorcycle manufacturers
will point to the potential price

impact of the measures on typically low
price-point machines, and of the on-
board diagnostics (OBD) systems that
are thought to be required on low
powered bikes, the potential impact of
the regulations leave OEs and
aftermarket alike in a much better place
than had been feared might be the case.

Regardless of the questionable
research that ABS is based on, it is a
tough measure to counter, and our
industry's lobbyists at FEMA and ACEM
have spent a long time learning how to
choose their battles; a strategy that has
earned them much more respect and
influence in Brussels than might
otherwise have been the case.  

From an emissions point of view Euro
3 compliance will apply to mopeds [L-
category vehicles] from January 1st
2016, and "for heavy motorcycles the
more stringent Euro 4 standards would
apply from 2016 and Euro 6 from 2020.
Again, the Commission will have to
carry out a comprehensive
environmental impact study by 1st
January 2016 to “evaluate “the air
quality and share of pollutants emitted
by L-category vehicles", according to
van de Camp.

'Anti-Tampering' regulations to
exempt machines over 47 bhp

In connection with rider's rights to
modify the performance of their
motorcycles, Wim van de Camp, an
enthusiastic motorcycle rider, Dutch
MEP and IMCO raporteur in the
European Parliament for the anti-
tampering and related regulations,
said that "preventing this will
disadvantage many qualified riders"
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